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stratification and
Subordination:
Change and
Continuity in Race
Relations
by
E. Yvonne Moss and Wornie L. Reed
One of the measures used to gauge progress made
by African-Americans in gaining equal opportunity
has been to compare and contrast the status of black
Americans to that of white Americans using various
social indices. Historically, the status of blacks rela-
tive to whites has been one of subordination; race
has been a primary factor in determining social
stratification and political status. Relations between
white and black Americans were established during
slavery and the Jim Crow era of segregation. In the
infamous Dred Scott (1856) decison, U.S. Supreme
Court Chief Justice Taney articulated the funda-
mental nature of this system of racial stratification:
"Blacks have no rights which whites are bound to
respect."^
James Baldwin perceptively observed that in the
sea change from the old worlds to the new, French,
Enghsh, Spanish, and other Europeans "became
white," while the Tokolor, Mandinka, Fulani, and
other Africans "became black. "^ Black and white
became racial labels denoting power and status.
Blacks were slaves; whites were free. Ehmination of
property requirements in the nineteenth century ex-
tended the franchise to all white men and the pas-
sage of the Nineteenth Amendment (in the twentieth
century) extended the franchise to white women.
Not until the passage of the Voting Rights Act of
1965 was the franchise extended to all black Ameri-
cans; and not until the Brown decision of 1954 were
[D]espite improvements in various aspects of
American life, racial stratification has not
changed in anyfundamental sense.
black Americans granted equal protection under the
law. The Civil War outlawed slavery, but it did not
ehminate stratification and privilege based on race.
White domination continued through segregation
laws and practices. The Brown decision, the civil
rights movement, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and
the Voting Rights Act of 1965 ushered in a new era of
race relations. After 300 years of slavery and 100
years of legalized racial oppression, the relations be-
tween white and black Americans were now to be
based on "equality." The "age of equality," however,
has not been accompanied by an end to white domi-
nation.
Scholars in this study have sought to evaluate de-
velopments in race relations, particularly since 1940,
by examining racial stratification, subordination,
and change in various aspects of American life. Our
general conclusion is that despite improvements in
various aspects of American life, racial stratifica-
tion has not changed in any fundamental sense. In
addition to the structural mechanisms that perpetu-
ate differential status, researchers point to social
factors — attitudes, values, ideology, and racial vio-
lence—that reinforce racial domination. Legal doc-
trines and the courts have always provided justi-
fication and legality for whatever structural form
the system of racial stratification has taken. Histori-
cally, the U.S. Constitution has been one of the pri-
mary supports for white supremacy.
From Slavery to Equality
Relations between black and white Americans are
now established by the equality expectations based
on the Constitution. This document, which origi-
nally sanctioned slavery, then segregation, has since
1954 given legal sanction to the principle of equality.
At the time of the American Revolution slavery was
sanctioned by the Constitution as a form of white
property rights. The concepts of equality articulated
by colonists in revolt blurred class distinctions be-
tween poor and rich whites, promoting affinity and
sohdarity at a time when these class distinctions
could have undermined the war of liberation against
the British.
After independence, an expansion of civil liber-
ties for whites was accompanied by a contraction of
civil rights for blacks. Slavery, recognized in the
Constitution as a political and economic phenome-
non rather than a moral one, provided the essential
ingredient by which lower-class whites and upper-
class whites could share a common identity as "free
men." Slavery, and the racism that justified it, pro-
vided a way by which poor whites could simultane-
ously feel superior to enslaved blacks and equal to
rich whites in spite of a distinctly different social and
class status. In order to maintain this white Ameri-
can kinship, there was the need to keep black
Americans in "their place." Citizenship, national
identity, and social status in the emerging United
States were increasingly defined in terms of race and
color. Although Jacksonian Democracy removed
property quahfications to extend the franchise for
white males, in 1840 most free blacks were legally
denied the right to vote.
From the beginning, the Constitution gave the
wealthy "planter class" (approximately 7% of all
slaveholders) disproportionate power, both na-
tionally and locally. A majority of the justices on the
Supreme Court between 1789 and 1865 were them-
selves slaveowners. Up until the Civil War, constitu-
tional interpretation did' not violate the economic
and political imperatives of a slave economy domi-
nated by a white, male, landed aristocracy.
After the war, the Civil War Amendments (Thir-
teenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth) along with Re-
construction provided a halting start toward a new
basis of race relations. These nascent efforts were
brought to an end, however, with the Hayes-Tilden
Compromise in 1877 and the withdrawal of Union
troops from the South. Racial discrimination
against blacks increased at the same time that politi-
cal democratization increased for whites. In a major
test of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme
Court legitimized corporations but not the rights of
black citizens in the 1873 Slaughter-House Case(s).
In those cases, the due process clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment, which would become so vital to
the restructuring of black/white relations in the
mid-twentieth century, was interpreted to provide
more protection for corporations (deemed legally to
be "persons") than to African-Americans.^
The struggles of black Americans and their allies
against segregation during the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries culminated in the Brown decisions
(1954 and 1955), the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and
the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The White House's
support for the modern civil rights movement of the
sixties seemed to herald at long last the arrival of the
equality revolution. For the first time since the exis-
tence of the Freedmen's Bureau during the Recon-
struction period, governments not only made laws
but constituted themselves as instruments of egali-
tarian policy. Above all, the courts were now obliged
to examine constitutional principles in the light of
egalitarian pressures.
With the emergence of the "age of equality," a
number of important questions have been raised
about race relations, law, and stratification. Can
equality expectations eliminate racism and stratifi-
cation by race and assure that there are no special
advantages distributed according to race? Are there
economic incentives and penalties capable of induc-
ing the white elite to forsake segregation? And, is it
possible that equality will actually sustain, rather
than relieve, white domination?
Examination of the issues raised by such ques-
tions has led some scholars to argue that although
the application of equality is perceived as the exten-
sion of democratic principles to all— regardless of
race, creed, color, or sex— it is more Ukely that the
[S]ome scholars . . . argue that although the ap-
plication of equality is perceived as the extension
of democratic principles to all— regardless of race,
creed, color, or sex— it is more likely that the
equality principle is serving white interests more
than those of black people.
equality principle is serving white interests more
than those of black people. Historically, advances
for African-Americans have been the result of poli-
cies primarily intended to serve white interests rather
than to provide remedies for racial injustices."* Thus,
scholars need to examine the contemporary "age of
equality" for mechanisms that promote white self-
interests at the expense of African-Americans.
For instance, one social analyst concludes that
just as segregation "shifted" racism out of slavery to
assure white exploitation of black labor, so equality
"shifts" racism out of segregation to assure the eco-
nomic demise rather than the exploitation of black
people. Socioeconomic disparities coexist with the
opportunity for equal rights under the Constitution.
Supreme Court rulings have not outlawed racism, it
is argued, but instead have actually endorsed a new
form of racism to justify white oppression of black
Americans. The notion of equality today, then, is as
much a racist doctrine as were slavery and segrega-
tion before.^
The established image of "equality" has meant
that African-Americans can possess all manner of
civil rights in the abstract, but little property. Wealth
remains in white hands so that even under this so-
called "equality" the social results are the same. The
equahty doctrine both masks and justifies the pre-
vailing inequahties. Mechanisms other than color
distinction are employed to subjugate black citizens.
Growing disparities between black and white
Americans coincide with the legal expansion of
equal rights. The vigorous replacement of segrega-
tion by equality occurs at the same time that black
people are being ehminated from the economy.
Socioeconomic Status
Economically, black America is in crisis. The an-
nual income of black families is 57% of white fami-
lies. The net worth of black American famiUes in
1986 was $3,397, compared to $39,135 for white
families, a difference of almost 1200%. In 1985, a
National Urban League study indicated that with
persistent unemployment and expanding poverty,
African-Americans were being left out of the na-
tion's economic recovery.^ If current trends continue
to the year 2000, only 30% of all black men will be
employed. Just as the abolition of slavery did not
eradicate racism nor the patterns of structural bias
based on race, the equality doctrine has also failed to
do so. Ironically, contemporary interpretations of
the equality principle based on the Constitution
seek a "color-blind" society that perpetuates in-
equality based on race.
When economics, employment, and social class
are examined the continued importance of race is
clearly evident. While discrimination has lessened in
jobs and training programs, racially exclusive prac-
tices remain. Limitations on mobihty because of
race affect the black elite as well as the black poor.
The most strikingly favorable indication of racial
change is the growth of the middle class among Afri-
can-Americans. In 1982, using constant dollars, al-
most 25 "/o of black families had incomes over
$25,000 as compared to 8.7% in I960.'
This occupational mobility is a product of three
factors: affirmative action, the expansion of public
sector employment, and higher levels of education.
Between 1966 and 1982 the number of black college
students increased from 340,000 to over one million.
A number of indicators, however, tend to suggest
that such mobility may be slowed if not reversed in
the near future. Between 1980 and 1984, black col-
lege enrollment dropped by 3%. Concomitantly, the
more precarious economic status of black members
of the middle class makes them more vulnerable
than their white counterparts to economic down-
turns, government budget cuts, and changes in af-
firmative action policy.
Just as the abolition of slavery did not eradicate
racism nor the patterns of structural bias based on
race, the equality doctrine has also failed to do so.
The black middle class is proportionately smaller
than the white middle class and is skewed more
toward the lower than the upper part of the statisti-
cal group. Black professionals occupy lower paying
jobs in lower prestige fields than white profes-
sionals. Black famihes tend to be more dependent
on two or more wage earners to maintain their mid-
dle class status than are white families. Higher pro-
portions of married women in black households
work than married women in white households.
These factors along with a lower net worth and fewer
resources mean that black middle-class families are
not as able as white middle-class families to transmit
their class position to their children. In some
cities— Atlanta, Philadelphia, New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Oakland, and the District of
Columbia, for example — the growth of middle-class
economic status is still significant. However, there is
less hope generally for economic advancement for
other African-Americans trapped in poverty in ur-
ban and rural areas than there was in the sixties.
Noteworthy progress was made between 1959 and
1969 in reducing poverty among African-Ameri-
cans. The percentage of black citizens who were
poor dropped in that decade from 45% to 25%, and
the official black family poverty rate declined from
48% to 28%. The net reduction in the number of
poor black families was 494,000. However, during
the 1970s this black economic progress was reversed
as the percentage of blacks who were poor in 1979
had declined less than one-half of one percent dur-
ing that decade, from 28% to 27.6%, and the black
portion of the poor increased to 31%. Over 300,000
more black families were poor in 1979 than in 1969,
thus canceling the gains made in the previous
decade. *
The dimensions of the socioeconomic crisis are
even more evident from an examination of the con-
sequences of these worsening economic conditions.
More than one-half of all black children grow up in
poverty. Unemployment among black teenagers has
increased. Many young black men, unsuccessful in
school and unable to find legitimate work, turn to
hustUng and crime. Homicide has become a leading
cause of death among young black females as well as
among young black males. The economic crisis
among the poor has reduced the proportion of black
men who work. Traditionally, blacks have been
more likely than white men to be in the labor force.
Since 1970, hovvever, blacks have been less likely to
be in the labor force and many of these workers are
unemployed or underemployed.^ Some analysts esti-
mate that less than one-half of black men are en-
gaged in steady work.
In the area of housing, racial bias has remained
pervasive. Throughout most of the half century that
the federal government has been involved in housing
and urban development, national policies have com-
pounded and supported the discriminatory prac-
tices of realtors, banks, insurance companies, and
lending companies. A review of major national poli-
cy initiatives by officials in the legislative, executive,
and judicial branches of government indicates that
during most of the past 50 years federal policies
favored segregation and discrimination in housing.
Before 1962, there were three separate housing
markets: black, white, and mixed. This situation was
supported by federal housing policy in the interest of
promoting "homogeneity in neighborhoods." A
presidential executive order (11063) issued in 1962
did little to foster fair housing practices. Similarly,
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, so important in other
areas, had httle impact on open housing. The Civil
Rights Act of 1968 was the first attempt to develop a
comprehensive fair housing program. Discrimina-
tion was made illegal, with some exemptions, in al-
most all housing. But the law provided more sym-
bohsm than substance. Because it was not enforced
it had httle impact even during national administra-
tions that were favorable to the concept. During the
Reagan administration, predictably, even less was
accomphshed. Discrimination in housing remains
widespread, as several studies have demonstrated.
Not only have government pohcies failed to ap-
preciably diminish racial discrimination in housing,
but, unhappily, urban development programs and
pro-growth coalitions have pursued urban renewal
[I]n general terms, white Americans adhere to
principles of racial equality and interaction; but
in specific contexts of interaction with black
Americans, actual practice does not allow the
principle.
projects that have destroyed housing, dislocated the
poor, and reduced the housing stock in the cities. In
addition, there has been little discussion and con-
sideration given to the goal of increasing home-
ownership among black Americans.
Residential segregation of black citizens is in-
creasing throughout the nation. Taeuber and
Taeuber's national housing segregation index indi-
cates that America's cities are only slightly less seg-
regated today than they were in 1940. The index in
1940 was 85.2. By 1950 that figure had worsened to
87.3. In 1960 there was a slight drop to 86.1, but the
segregation index increased during that decade to
87.0. The decade from 1970 to 1980 showed a drop
from 87.0 to 81.0. Clearly, America's neighborhoods
continue to be "homogeneous" (racially segregated)
despite new laws and pubhc proclamations.^"
Discriminatory practices were reinforced by the
patterns of suburbanization after World War II.
This suburbanization was supported by government
loans and financial pohcies. But the suburbs were
for white households, not black: between 1950 and
1970 African-Americans accounted for only shghtly
more than 5% of suburban residents. Most black
residents who live in suburbs today hve in those that
are directly adjacent to the nation's largest cities.
Fair housing practices have been virtuahy non-
existent in America's suburbs.
The slow desegregation of white suburbs and
neighborhoods is only one aspect of the housing
crisis. Progress toward access to safe, affordable,
adequate housing has been nil. Pubhc housing
projects have generally been failures; often these
projects have further isolated poor black people
from the rest of society. Inadequate dehvery of
pubhc services and the absence of competitive and
diverse private retail and financial services con-
tribute to the general crisis in housing as well as to
other aspects of social and economic deprivation.
White Attitudes
Economic and social deprivation have been the
consequences of racial stratification. The system of
domination that institutionalizes race-based access
to opportunity structures is both reflected in and re-
inforced by attitudes of white and black Americans.
It is interesting to note that the longest running topic
in survey research has been the evaluation of white
attitudes towards African-Americans. Since World
War II, issues related to race in survey research have
changed in two ways: the kinds of issues addressed
and the ascriptive characteristics associated with the
attributes "progressive" and "regressive." Changes in
law have made many issues moot. Surveys of white
attitudes today indicate that regional differences are
less distinct. White attitudes toward black Ameri-
cans have become more uniform throughout the
country.
White Americans still exhibit the duality of orien-
tation that Ellison labeled "ethical schizophrenia" in
the 1940s.'' By this he meant that white Americans
demonstrated a sincere belief in the values of de-
mocracy, while condoning and justifying decidedly
undemocratic treatment of black citizens. Today
scholars use the term "symbolic racism" to explain
how white Americans can hold egalitarian general
racial attitudes at the same time as they disapprove
or oppose policies that seek to operationahze equal-
ity. Thus, in general terms, white Americans adhere
to principles of racial equality and interaction; but
in specific contexts of interaction with black Ameri-
cans actual practice does not allow the principle.
One explanation for this paradox lies in the degree
of intensity of white contact with black Americans.
As long as the intensity of interracial experience is
low, whites indicate a willingness to participate in
that experience. When the intensity increases, toler-
ance for interaction wanes. The racial attitudes of
whites are directly proportional to the amount of in-
teraction structured by the potential interracial
context.
Not much change in racial attitudes is expected
among white citizens in the near future because
whites do not indicate a wilhngness to choose inter-
racial contact. Contemporary surveys of whites indi-
cate a reluctance to live with black neighbors, a de-
sire to insulate themselves from contact with black
people, and a desire to maintain a social distance
from black Americans even while agreeing to formal
legal and civil rights for black citizens. This suggests
an insularity at the core of white Americans racial
attitudes that may persist for some time. Such con-
clusions imply an even greater imperative for legal
interpretation and government enforcement to pro-
mote equal justice and to move towards the breaking
up of systems of white domination.
Value Orientations of Blacks
Stratification by race in America has also influ-
enced the development of values among African-
Americans. Here, care should be taken — heeding the
admonitions of Ellison — not to equate all value ori-
entations among black people as reactions to white
domination. The complex relations between the
dominant white American culture and the black
American subculture creates a variety of sources for
the development of social values among African-
Americans. Scholars categorize these sources under
two typologies: the traditional American value heri-
tage and ideological orientations within black com-
munities. While more work needs to be done on
regional variations, rural orientations, and relation-
ships between the two major types, four categories
of value orientations have been identified within
urban black communities: (1) socially integrated, (2)
structurally integrated, (3) structurally isolated, and
(4) the excluded sector.
Black people who evidence socially integrated val-
ues generally maintain contact with black churches,
social clubs, and voluntary associations, even
though these are primarily oriented toward the val-
ues of the white communities where they live. They
wish to be "Americans" in the general sense, al-
though the degree to which this means that they wish
to be assimilated as "white" Americans is not clear.
Individuals of this orientation are success-oriented,
and they demonstrate little support or empathy for
confrontational racial protests. Members of these
black families develop racially self-directed and self-
maintaining values at the same time as they develop
civil rights and public policy values for use in the
larger, white bureaucratic, formal world. Black fam-
ilies in this category who live and work in desegre-
gated areas tend to equip themselves to live in two
different social worlds.
Members of the structurally integrated category
work and sometimes live in integrated settings.
Most, however, live— and all of them socialize — in a
segregated world. Those who live in black neighbor-
hoods do so because they want it that way. They evi-
dence a split value system. On the one hand, they live
and work by general "white" American values. At
the same time, they articulate well-known black
values: that "black is beautiful"; that black history is
an important part of their heritage; that black Eng-
lish is acceptable; and that black people are as intel-
ligent and capable as white people. Additionally,
they exhibit vigorous civil rights and public policy
values.
Black people in the structurally isolated category
are generally employed in low-skilled and service
sectors of the economy. The class system in the
United States isolates these citizens. The economic
and work values of those who are structurally iso-
lated are developed through jobs where workers tend
to feel cheated and oppressed by those in control.
Therefore, the orientation of these black peple is not
toward traditional values but toward communal and
ideological values of black communities, although
some of the traditional values of the group coincide
with those of the dominant American values (i.e.,
values of southern black culture and black church
culture). Blacks in this category tend to advocate the
self-regarding and self-maintenance values of popu-
lar black culture. They acknowledge the importance
of black history, culture, and society. Black English
is legitimized and black heroes and heroines are
idohzed. These values sustain the sense of self-
worth, boost morales, and serve to legitimize the
cause of black people in the white-dominated so-
ciety. Other value orientations among this group
emphasize liberation, creative expression, and
achievement. They support civil rights legislation
and enforcement as well as the expansion of those
gains already made. Collective action and con-
frontation are viewed as legitimate ways to pursue
the struggle for black rights.
Members of the excluded sector are at the bottom
of society in terms of economic and social indices.
They are marginally employed or unemployed. They
have little education and few marketable skills.
Black people in this category are ill-housed, ex-
cluded from participation in the larger community,
and ahenated from the general society. Communica-
tions are generally broken with family, church,
schools, media, and service agencies. Street life, the
primary source of the development of values, does
not function well to communicate and transmit
traditional American values. In any case, many tra-
ditional values and social rules are ineffective in the
real worlds that these people inhabit. Families in this
grouping who stay in tune with traditional values are
the exceptions.
Where do values come from in this grouping?
They are improvised, borrowed, and developed
pragmatically. Traditional values come to be viewed
in pejorative and threatening terms. Indigenous
values and norms are legitimized and enforced.
There is evidence of hostility towards those in white
communities as well as suspicion and distrust of
white authority, especially the police. Members of
this category exhibit support for civil rights efforts.
continued on page 19
continuedfrom page 7
Elijah Anderson's work on marginally employed
or unemployed black men in Chicago suggests a
slightly different interpretation. According to
Anderson, there are special hangouts in the cities
that serve as gathering places for the urban poor and
working-class people who seek a sense of self-worth
and status through their sociability and interaction
with peers. Urban taverns and bars, barbershops,
carryouts, and their adjacent street corners and al-
leys are examples of the places that serve similar
functions for the poor as more formal social clubs or
domestic circles do for the middle and upper
classes. ^^
Those who frequent these places create their own
local, informal, social stratification system. Status
within this system is action-oriented and precarious,
based in large measure upon what people think and
say and do about other members of the group. Ex-
tended primary groups develop in these places.
Among the groups studied by Anderson the primary
values were a "visible means of support" and
"decency."^^ Residual values or values group mem-
bers adopt after the "props" supporting decency
have been judged to be unattainable or unavailable
are "toughness," "gettin' big money," "gettin' some
wine," and "having some fun."
Some writers have attempted to explain "low-
class" values as weak imitations or approxima-
tions of the wider society's values. Rodman
(1963), for example, has suggested that low-
income people are unable to meet the larger so-
ciety's standards of social conduct and there-
fore must stretch their own values to adjust to
their particular life circumstances. Although
there may be a certain amount of truth to this
view, and it is supported by my own analysis, I
believe it does not go far enough in appreciat-
ing the lives of the people involved and the in-
ternal coherence and integrity of their local
stratification systems. The people I studied . . .
appear not so much to "stretch" a given set of
values to meet some general standard as to
create their own particular standards of social
conduct [emphasis added] along variant lines
open to them.*'*
While this brief attempt to categorize black value
orientations does not cover the entire spectrum of
attitudes and values to be found among African-
Americans, what is clear is that racial domination
and the subordinate position of black Americans in
society do influence the values espoused by black
people as well as white people. The duality of values
held are reminiscent of the concept of "twoness" em-
ployed by W.E.B. Du Bois in his 1903 book, The
Souls of Black Folk.^^ Interestingly, the reality of
black peoples' Hves, even for those who are classified
as socially integrated, is one in which individuals
and families exist in two different worlds, two dif-
ferent cultures, between which they must negotiate
their existence.
Scientific Racism
There are in the dominant culture a number of
mechanisms that reinforce and support white domi-
nation. These include ideologies of white suprema-
cy. The most blatant contemporary ideological
rationale for white domination is scientific racism.
Scientific racism is rooted in the idea that domina-
tion is a right of the biologically superior. Scientific
racism has produced "evidence" sustaining the belief
that black people are inherently inferior, thus, ra-
tionalizing white rule.
The proponents of scientific racism advance argu-
ments like those advocated by Social Darwinists
earlier in this century. They argue for an educational
system that will train the intellectually inferior for
specific positions in the labor force. Also, again like
the Social Darwinists, advocates of scientific racism
view intelligence and achievement as products of in-
nate genetic or cultural endowment. The logic of
this has significant and potentially dangerous impli-
cations for social policy. If intelligence, achieve-
ment, mobility, and success are the products of in-
herent biological or cultural differences that cannot
be altered by environment, then it is folly to try to
alter social structures or institutional practices to
promote equality or equal opportunity. Scientific
racism goes further than Social Darwinism in not
only blaming the victim but also in providing a
quantitative and quasi-scientific basis for perpetu-
ating inequality and domination.
Traits presurried to be biologically determined be-
come the basis for social pohcy. This substantially
limits the opportunities for targeted groups and
makes them the victims of exclusion, sometimes
even of extermination. In this century, Nazi Ger-
many is associated with the most developed and hor-
rifying application of social policy based on ideas of
scientific racism. Here in the United States, promi-
nent writers and scholars have contributed to the de-
velopment of this phenomena, especially during the
1920s and 1930s. From the turn of the century
through the 1930s scientific racism gained popular-
ity in the United States in scholarly and popular
literature. The enactment of the 1924 restrictive im-
migration bill may have been the highwater mark of
the influence of these ideas during that period.
From the 1930s until the 1960s scientific racism
was dormant. Now, however, the arguments have
been resurrected in new forms. Gone are the archaic
notions of phrenology and craniology that assumed
that human worth and behavior could be deter-
mined by body type. Contemporary theorists seek
instead to prove the primacy of heredity over envi-
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ronment in the determination of intelligence. The
language is new, but the message is the same: genetic
endowment is the great divider between superior
and inferior types. Such differences cannot be medi-
ated through legislation or social pohcy. Hence, ra-
cial differences are an immutable fact that are
ordained genetically.
Scientific racism has functioned as an influence
on public action. Such perceptions of human differ-
ences are a convenient raison d'etre for a stratified
society. Some of the earhest theorists of the ideology
of scientific racism were social scientists. ^^ Preoc-
cupied with social order and progress, they framed
questions of individual and social difference as po-
litical questions. Their ideas, hke all pseudo-scien-
tific ideas regarding the human species, found
acceptance among those seeking to justify the sub-
ordination of others. In periods of major social
change such ideas tend to intensify as status posi-
tions are challenged. The 1960s was such a period.
The Brown decision (1954) altered the legal status
of African-Americans and proved to be a catalyst
for the modern civil rights movement. The court's
ruhng also struck at the core of the ideology of sci-
entific racism. The philosophy of separate but equal
had existed under the assumption of biological dif-
ferences. Thus the ideology of scientific racism had
given support to those who sought to maintain en-
titlement and privilege.
Scientific racism sees entitlement as a just reward
to those who are genetically superior. Conversely,
genetic inferiority is seen as the basis for restricting
entitlement and privilege. Because of the presump-
tions about the association between race and superi-
ority and inferiority, race becomes the key variable
in restricting or granting entitlement. Members of
the white race, designated by the ideology as biologi-
cally superior, are thus entitled to a superordinate
status and the social, economic, and political privi-
leges that are accorded this status. Members of the
black race, designated by the ideology as biological-
ly inferior, are denied any entitlement and privileges
and are relegated to a subordinate status.
The Brown decision was a critical turning point
not only in education but in the larger society be-
cause it set the stage for major alterations in the sys-
tem of entitlement. The court's decision not only
called into question the denial of choice in educa-
tion, but also suggested a tolerance for a reaUgn-
ment in the historic patterns of power. The socio-
political movements of the 1950s and 1960s vigorously
sought such a realignment in the patterns of power
relations, challenging the entitlements and privileges
historically bestowed on white Americans.
The reemergence of the ideology of scientific ra-
cism during the past two decades has taken the form
of an attack on the mental capacity of black chil-
dren—and, by implication, all black people— by
means of a dubious and abusive interpretation of in-
telhgence testing. Arthur Jensen at the University of
Cahfornia at Berkeley, William Shockley of Stan-
ford, and Richard Herrnstein of Harvard were in the
forefront of a debate over the education of black
children, the use of intervention strategies, and the
Scientific racism is an attempt to make inferiority
a matter of science rather than prejudice.
development of pubhc pohcy options to limit popu-
lation growth among "genetically inferior blacks."
All of these concepts were based on presumptions
that intelhgence was 80% inherited and 20% envi-
ronment. Thus, pohcies that tried to use pubUc
funds or initiatives to improve the education and
performance of black children were deemed to be
undemocratic because they granted the disadvan-
taged some unearned privilege.
The proponents of scientific racism ignored evi-
dence of historical, social, and structural influences
on intelligence testing and ignored the decUne in
SAT scores among white students as well. The em-
phasis on quantitative data, performed in an ad-
vocacy manner, was an attempt to give the resur-
faced ideology of white supremacy an aura of
scientific objectivity and respectabihty. The appeal
to the inheritability of intelligence restates the same
argument that social classes are products of differ-
ential genetic stock. Scientific racism is an attempt
to make inferiority a matter of science rather than
prejudice.
W.E.B. Du Bois identified science and empire as
the preeminent values in Western societies at the turn
of the century.'^ It should come as little surprise,
then, that science during this century has been en-
Usted to justify political domination. The ideology of
scientific racism has been invoked, in its least harm-
ful form, as a rationalization for the insulation of
privilege, the restraint of mobility, and the limitation
of entitlement. In its most virulent form, scientific
racism is a prescription for genocide.
The history of scientific racism is indicative of
how data that purports to be "objective" may be
used to promote reprehensible policy. Scientific ra-
cism has justified the deaths of countless milhons of
people by vahdating the claim that they were inferior
and undeserving. A version of this ideology is being
used today to justify the continuation of white
domination and privilege.
Racial Violence
In a racially stratified society, racial violence is
used as a method of social control to maintain the
structures of subordination. In a conspicuously vi-
olent society so stratified, violence is used for politi-
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cal purposes to maintain a racially bifurcated sys-
tem, controlled politically by whites.
Historically, patterns of racial violence in the
United States have moved in cycles of latent and ag-
gressive activity. Latent periods have been relatively
benign. During these periods the superordinate-sub-
ordinate system of race relations has been character-
ized by a kind of white paternaHsm. Aggressive peri-
ods have ensued when the system of domination has
been challenged and/or the benefits of white super-
ordination have been perceived to be eroding. Dur-
ing these periods, aggression and violence have been
used to terrorize black people; the foundations of
racial progress built by blacks have become targets
for attack. The ebb and flow of racial violence has
followed shifts in the national pohtical economy
and changing patterns in the labor force and the
labor markets.
All institutions in American society have been
permeated by the stratified and segmented nature of
race relations. Racially motivated violence is a lega-
cy of these unequal race relations, and it is endemic
to the national political culture. Although manifest
throughout American history, racial violence has
differed in form and significance, breadth, and in-
tensity from period to period.
This racially segmented social, structure, estab-
lished and maintained by violence, generates both
systematic oppression of nonwhite racial groups, es-
pecially African-Americans, and systematic priv-
ileges for whites. The system of white privilege pro-
vides the philosophical and material basis for racism
among whites. These privileges are the "white
rights" that those who perpetuate racial violence are
dedicated to defending.
Economically, black people were subjugated in
such a way as to ensure their economic exploitation.
African-Americans had no significant influence or
control over economic production and commerce;
indeed, their hves and their labor were "owned" by
slaveowners and later by industrialists.
The flipside of this system of racial oppression is
the system of social, economic, and political priv-
ilege for white Americans. White supremacy and
racial oppression have been major factors in the
political and economic development of this nation.
The function of racial violence has been to establish
and to perpetuate this system of differential privi-
lege and deprivation based on race. Racial violence
is a deliberate activity that reinforces ideologies of
racial supremacy and intimidates the victims of vi-
olence and racial oppression.
Racial violence is currently on the upturn, a reac-
tion to two important social dynamics: (1) the
dramatic changes brought about by progress in civil
rights; and (2) the dramatic transformations in the
infrastructure of national economic Hfe that since
the Great Depression have generated unprecedented
levels of unemployment, poverty, homelessness, and
social dislocation. Currently, large segments of the
American population are experiencing a heightened
sense of insecurity and vulnerability.
During the past decade several research centers
have collected information on racially-motivated vi-
olence.'** A study of the data reveals an upsurge of
racism and racist violence, with the most deadly at-
tacks coming against the African-American com-
munity. There has been an increase in the number of
incidents of white mobs attacking blacks in segre-
gated residential areas. There has also been a steady
increase in the fire-bombing of homes purchased by
black families in predominantly white neighbor-
hoods. A study of violence in residential neighbor-
hoods conducted by the Southern Poverty Law Cen-
ter indicates that between 1985 and 1986 there were
at least 45 cases of vigilante activity directed at black
families who were moving into predominantly white
communities. In the last five years incidents of racial
harassment or violence have been reported on over
300 college campuses.'^
The events in Howard Beach that led to the death
of Michael Griffith in 1986 and the killing of Yusef
Hawkins in Bensonhurst in 1989 reflect a long-
standing problem of racist violence in white com-
munities in New York City. Racially motivated as-
saults had increased to at least one a week in 1987.
The Chicago Police Department reported a 58% in-
crease in racial attacks for the first six months of
1986 over the same period in 1985. The New York
City Police Department reported an increase in
racially-motivated violence over the last eight years.
These attacks go mostly unreported in the news
media.
The Community Relations Service of the Justice
Department and the Center for Democratic Renewal
provide data that demonstrate a sharp upturn na-
tionally in violent racial attacks. The increase was
42% between 1985 and 1986, fueled largely by the
boldness of white terrorist groups in the United
States. Nationally, the Community Relations Ser-
vices of the Justice Department reports an increase
in all cases of racial confrontations from 953 in 1977
to 1,996 in 1982. The Justice Department also re-
ported a 46% increase in cases of racial violence in-
volving the Ku Klux Klan between 1978 and 1979,
and a starthng 550% increase in the period 1978 to
1980.
Racial Change Since the 1960s
As a result of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, the decade of the 1960s
was a time of significant change in race relations in
the United States. Consequently, it is a good refer-
ence point from which to begin an examination of
trends and developments in the status of African-
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Americans. However, because racial change has
been uneven, it is not possible to concisely summar-
ize its direction over the past two decades.
The greatest changes have taken place in the polit-
ical sphere. Black mayors are leading — or have
led— all of the largest cities in the United States; and
they preside over many medium-size cities as well.
Although this has often entailed administering
central cities burdened with well-nigh unsolvable
problems within the context of a dominant white
power structure, the new black political influence
has also, on the plus side, democratized access to
municipal and pubhc service jobs.
The rise in black elected officials has been spec-
tacular: the number increased from 280 in 1965 to
6,681 by 1987.2° yet the fact that that figure repre-
sents less than 1.5% of all political officeholders
shows that the degree of underrepresentation re-
mains as significant as the gains. ^^
Discrimination in jobs and training programs has
definitely lessened over the past two decades. Yet
racially exclusive practices still exist. Many small-
sized firms (the fastest growing segment of the econ-
omy) exclude blacks and other minorities. And
while affirmative action regulations constrain larger
companies from such direct discrimination, ways
are still found to insure predominantly white work
forces — for example, by avoiding areas of large
black populations in the location of plants.
These economic developments have had adverse
effects on the integrity and unity of the black com-
munity. The nuclear family has been weakened by
joblessness and by the single-parent trend. The ex-
tended family is no longer strong enough to fill the
gap as successfully as it did in the past. Drugs and
crime also divide the community, creating a climate
of fear and distrust. Even in street life there is less
solidarity than in the past. The increasing distance
between the classes makes it harder for the com-
munity to act with a unified voice. And integration,
with all its positive features, has also weakened the
traditional institutions of the black community:
black businesses, black colleges, and even the black
church.
Some observers have lamented what they call the
"loss of African-American community." Some of
this loss can be attributed to the economic bifurca-
tion of the community and the resulting loss of com-
munity infrastructure. In addition, there has been a
significant loss of black principals, vice-principals,
guidance counselors, teachers, and coaches as a re-
sult of school desegregation. Usually, desegregation
has meant that blacks have moved into white-domi-
nated institutions, and the schools they left have
been reassigned to other purposes or closed. Seldom
has it meant that whites integrated into institutions
that have been traditionally black and where blacks
hold some of the power and influence.
Conclusion
Significant changes have occurred in the racial
landscape of America during the past 30 years.
However, the basic structural position of African-
Americans is the same. Prospects for improving this
situation may be significantly affected by impres-
sions held by white Americans about the status of
black Americans. Most whites believe that blacks
are approaching parity in areas hke housing, health
care, employment, education, and treatment by the
criminal justice system — a perception markedly dif-
ferent from that of most blacks.
In a NAACP Legal Defense Fund study, more
than two-thirds of blacks, as compared with one-
third of whites, felt that blacks had fewer employ-
ment opportunities than whites of similar income
and education. 22 In answer to the question of
whether blacks received equal pay for equal work,
whites responded yes more than twice as often as
blacks. Two-thirds of blacks felt that blacks had
poorer housing and less access to housing, while
only 41% of whites felt that way; twice as many
whites as blacks thought that blacks were treated as
well as whites by the criminal justice system. As the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund study concluded,
these gaps in perception — and between perception
and reality— need to be addressed by the nation's
leaders. These opposing views regarding the parity
of blacks and whites in society present a significant
impediment to racial progress.
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Sports Notes
by
Wornie L. Reed
The big-business nature of college sports is be-
coming increasingly apparent. Each of the four
schools with basketball teams in the 1990 "Final
Four" received $1,430,000, while the 64 invited teams
were guaranteed at least $286,000 each. On top of
this, the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) recently signed a $1 billion basketball deal
with CBS television, ensuring that the take for in-
dividual schools will be greater in the future.
College athletes are producing this revenue with-
out remuneration other than their scholarships,
which pale in comparison to the revenue they gener-
ate. The North Carolina State situation is an in-
teresting example. The recently released coach of
that school's basketball team is reported to have
been receiving around $200,000 per year to endorse
a brand of sneakers that his players wore. Yet when
the players, who got none of the endorsement
money, sold sneakers given to them it was considered
a serious scandal.
Perhaps what is most tragic is that these players
generate the revenue, yet frequently leave school
four years later without a degree. North Carolina
State University graduates very few of its basketball
players — a situation that should get much more
publicity as a result of Senator Bill Bradley's bill that
would require colleges to publish the graduation
rates of their scholarship athletes.
The recent action by the University of Notre
Dame is further evidence of the big-business nature
of college sports. Notre Dame abandoned the Col-
lege Football Association's (CFA) television plan
and signed its own $40 million contract with NBC.
The CFA is a group of 63 schools, including many of
the football powerhouses, that bolted the NCAA's
television supervision in the early 1980s so that they
could appear on television more often and avoid
sharing their television revenue with other NCAA
schools. Apparently Notre Dame decided to further
maximize its revenue by creating its own deal. Many
of Notre Dame's critics in intercollegiate sports ar-
gue that this action is bringing serious harm to inter-
collegiate football. And it is not difficult to see that
trends such as these represent further exploitation of
athletes, a large proportion of whom are black.
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